
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GULFSTREAM PARK SELECTIONS 
by JOHN M. GAVER III 

www.thesteampicks.com 
 

2020-21 Championship Meet 
Day 38: Saturday, January 23, 2021 
Post Time: 11:40 A.M. (Eastern) 

 

2020-21 Championship Meet Record:  
 385-110-49-60: 29% W, 57% ITM

BEST BET : (#1) Always Shopping (8th race)—3-1 M.L.  
LIVE LONGSHOT : (#1) Sleepy Eyes Todd (12th race)—8-1 M.L. 
*Note: Selections below are made in order, first through fourth* 
 

RACE ONE 
(#1) APURATE: Broke from 10-hole, beaten 2+ lengths for the money in first crack at winners; fires fresh 
(#5) ORENCIA: Bay filly is in fine fettle—won last two starts by combined 10.5 lengths—stalks the pace 
(#4) TOFFEN: Only half-length shy of three-for-three on the weeds and is tractable; gray runs for Bravo 
(#2) MORAL REASONING: Is stakes-placed on turf in Hallandale Beach—solid work tab for new outfit 
SELECTIONS: 1-5-4-2 
 

RACE TWO 
(#11) DYNAMIC ONE: Improved with addition of blinkers in 2-turn dirt debut—cost $725K, gets Lasix 
(#3) AMERICAN LAW: Half-length behind a next-out winner out of the box going eight-panels; tighter 
(#2) ANOTHER DUKE: Is consistent—never been off the board, likes Gulfstream; first-time Lasix noted 
(#9) RIDEN WITH BIDEN: Got beat a dirty neck in the mud at Parx in bow—pace factor under Rosario 
SELECTIONS: 11-3-2-9 
 

RACE THREE  
(#2) BEAU LUMINARIE: Likes place money but runs well off layoffs; is tractable, game in grass debut  
(#3) FALKIRK: Loving the dirt-to-turf play, has tactical speed, and sharp turf breeze under belt; overlay? 
(#11) JUNKANOO: He was improving before he was stopped on, barn is salty off long layoffs; playable 
(#8) BRAY: Consistent fellow has finished in the money in seven-of-nine lifetime starts; reunited with Irad 
SELECTIONS: 2-3-11-8 
 

RACE FOUR—Fred W. Hooper Stakes (G3) 
(#5) PHAT MAN: Never off board at Gulfstream Park—a one-turn mile setup is right in his wheelhouse 
(#1) PERFORMER: One-paced on sloppy, sealed strip in G1 Cigar Mile; post a concern out of the chute 
(#2) EYE OF A JEDI: Loves the dirt in Hallandale Beach, will be tighter in second off a layoff—5-1 M.L. 
(#7) HAIKAL: Split a good field in the G3 Mr. Prospector off a layoff; improvement is in the cards today 
SELECTIONS: 5-1-2-7 
 

RACE FIVE 
(#2) EMARAATY (GB): Only poor effort stateside was in a G2 stakes at Saratoga; won last two off shelf 
(#12) OLYMPIC RUNNER: Long time between drinks but is in good form; tipped hand with 1-15 work? 
(#8) WINTERS BACK: Posted an open-length score in first crack at winners but is a need-the-lead type 
(#7) OPRY: Back off long layoff for Pletcher but work tab is razor-sharp; handy, G3 stakes winner on turf 
SELECTIONS: 2-12-8-7 
 

RACE SIX 
(#5) QUANTUM LEAP: Sneaky good third in Churchill bow—improvement likely in 2nd start for Wilkes 
(#2) PREGAME: Broke from one-hole going 7-panels, finished third in Churchill debut; experience edge 
(#10) STAGE RAIDER: Half to Triple Crown winner Justify makes debut for Brown—takes tons of action 
(#3) GHAZAALY: Curlin colt cost seven-figures but seven-furlongs is tricky for a first-timer—5-1 on M.L. 
SELECTIONS: 5-2-10-3 



 
 

RACE SEVEN—Marshua’s River Stakes (G3T) 
(#6) EVIL LYN: A nose shy of winning past three starts, two in stakes; has annexed 5-of-9 lifetime on turf 
(#4) VIGILANTES WAY: Consistent—has never been off board on turf; sharp in Tropical Park Oaks win 
(#3) ZOFELLE (IRE): Deep closer has reliable kick but will need pace and a clean trip to get home first 
(#10) SWEET BYE AND BYE: Runs well off the sidelines—makes first start for a high-percentage outfit 
SELECTIONS: 6-4-3-10 
 

RACE EIGHT—La Prevoyante Stakes (G3T) 
(#1) ALWAYS SHOPPING: Stays a 12-furlong trip on the grass; two-time stakes winner on the GP turf  
(#8) DELTA’S KINGDOM: Likes show dough but has never been worse than 2nd on grass at Gulfstream 
(#2) SISTER HANAN: Lightly-raced five-year-old is riding two-race win streak; G3-placed on GP weeds 
(#11) TRAIPSING: Has early speed but is tractable, license to improve in third start off shelf; post brutal 
SELECTIONS: 1-8-2-11 
 
RACE NINE—Inside Information Stakes (G2) 
(#2) CINNABUNNY: Like that she showed a new dimension by rating in last outing; gets extra furlong 
(#3) BRONX BEAUTY: Three-parts of a length to the good of Cinnabunny in G3 Sugar Swirl; playable 
(#4) THISSMYTIME: Is sharper than jailhouse coffee—won past two starts by a combined 13 ¼ lengths  
(#8) SOUND MACHINE: Had tough trip, beaten just a length in the key prep—post O.K. out of chute 
SELECTIONS: 2-3-4-8 
 
RACE TEN—W.L. McKnight Stakes (G3T) 
(#1) DOSWELL: Second to a sharp rival (and stablemate) in Largent graded stakes debut; saves ground 
(#5) SADLER’S JOY: Dyed-in-the-wool closer stays a mile and a half trip on grass; will be on scene late 
(#11) CHANNEL CAT: Split field in G2 Ft. Lauderdale Stakes off a layoff—will be tighter this afternoon 
(#6) SIR SAHIB: Is eligible for “three lifetime” condition but is G1 stakes-placed on turf—value on tote? 
SELECTIONS: 1-5-11-6 
 
RACE ELEVEN—Pegasus World Cup Turf Invitational (G1T) 
(#8) ANOTHERTWISTAFATE: Aired stretching out to nine-furlongs on turf for Miller; third off the shelf 
(#6) LARGENT: Horse for course has won four-of-five on turf at Gulfstream—hard to knock consistency 
(#5) COLONEL LIAM: Big turn of foot from quarter-pole to the wire in G3 Tropical Park Derby—player 
(#11) SAY THE WORD: Is a G1 winner on the grass for D’Amato; salty since blinkers came off four back 
SELECTIONS: 8-6-5-11 
 
RACE TWELVE—Pegasus World Cup Invitational (G1) 
(#1) SLEEPY EYES TODD: Has great post with short run to first turn, five-time stakes winner; overlay? 
(#4) KNICKS GO: Won Breeders’ Cup Dirt Mile but he loves Keeneland; have to catch him to beat him 
(#5) JESUS’ TEAM: Second behind Knicks Go at Keeneland two back; three-time winner on the GP dirt 
(#10) CODE OF HONOR: Beaten just a length in G1 Clark at Churchill but must overcome brutal post 
SELECTIONS: 1-4-5-10 
 
 
ALL STAKES PICK 5 TICKET : $750,000 guaranteed pool 
Races 8-12/ Gulfstream Park, Saturday, January 23, 2021 
50-cent play=$54—Post time: 3:09 P.M. (Eastern) 
Race 8: (#1) Always Shopping—1 
Race 9: (#2) Cinnabunny (#3) Bronx Beauty (#4) Thissmytime—3 
Race 10: (#1) Doswell (#5) Sadler’s Joy (#6) Sir Sahib—3 
Race 11: (#5) Colonel Liam (#6) Largent (#8) Anothertwistafate (#11) Say the Word—4 
Race 12: (#1) Sleepy Eyes Todd (#4) Knicks Go (#5) Jesus’ Team—3 
 
 


